CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURAL OFFICES – ESSAY TOPICS – 2014.
(choose one of them!)
1.
Choose two different office building projects (plans or buildings) from the recent past. One
from Hungary and one from your Country. Compare the two projects, do not be shy, make
critics and say verdict! Explain your statements!
2.
Choose two projects (plans or buildings) from the recent past which are in the interest of
sustainability. One from Hungary and one from your Country. Compare the two projects, do
not be shy, make critic and say verdict! Write about what does sustainability mean for you,
what is the essence of this ’trendy’ term?

Own ideas, opinions are most important!
The essays should be 5-6 normal pages, about 17 000 characters, without spaces + photos,
graphs, etc. If you use citation (from books, magazines, web etc.) please note it in the text or
at the end of the essay and assign the bibliography (sources).
The essays have to be submitted till 6 th June, 24:00. Printed essays could be delivered to the
Department of Industrial Building Design (K251) till 12:00, or PDF files could be sent in
email till 24:00. If you send PDF, I give feedback.
(It is strongly recommended, to submit the essay, before the tiring last weeks of the semester!)
Most important aspects during rating:
- no copy + paste at all!
- needed quantity
- own ideas, own opinion
- outlook of the essay (Don’t do so much design! but: title, author, date, noted citations,
correct form of sources, etc.)
Please check in one of the exam times by Neptun online! (It is only necessary for the
administration, you do not have to come to the exam!)
Final grades will be registered, only after the time of formal exam.
Ádám Békés
bekes.adam@studio12-00.hu
assistant lecturer
17. April 2014.

